
CrossTalk: Speculative Data 
Leaks Across Cores 

Vriju(Nederland) & ETHz



Intro: Transient Side Channels

Kiriansky et al. DAWG: a defense against cache timing attacks in speculative execution processors. MICRO’18

1. Attacker applies the {Cache, DRAM, TLB, NoC, etc.}
2. The victim will leak the current computed RSA result gen by hardware RNG.



Intro: Transient Side Channels(Cont)

Berkeley CA PPT 2021
A speculative instruction may squash.
• When executed, can change uArch state
A Transient instruction will squash, i.e., will not commit.
A Non-Transient instruction will not squash, i.e., will eventually retire.
That is, transient instructions are unreachable on a non-speculative microarchitecture.



Intro: Transient Side Channels(Cont)

The difference between transient and non-transient side channels 
   • Whether the secret access or transmitter execution is transient
What can leak?
  A subset of committed architectural state, at each point in the program’s dynamic execution.



Intro: Transient Side Channels(Cont)



Intro: All kinds of TSC

Hardware recompilation is to update the microcode.

OS/VMM mitigations are applied at the operating 
system or virtual machine level and (depending on 
workload) often incur quite a significant performance 
loss. 

Software recompilation requires recompiling every 
piece of software and usually incur a severe 
performance hit.



Intro: Spectre Variant 2 - Exploit Branch Target



Intro: Spectre Variant 4 - Exploit Store Buffer

Bad attempt of CLFlush + movnt.

also Can attack the TSX



Intro: Land Fill Buffer.

CrossTalk forces information from other cores to be transferred to on-core resources such as the Line Fill 
Buffers (LFBs) and then uses RIDL to inspect the content of the LFBs.
You can get all the data you want' from LFB. Also vulnerable in TSX Asynchronous Abort + SGX



Intro: Microarch Data Sampling (RIDL)

Wiki Chip SkeyLake - A detailed diagram showing different per-core components which have been exploited in previous transient execution attacks.

CrossTalk forces information from other cores to be transferred to on-core resources such as the Line Fill 
Buffers (LFBs) and then uses RIDL to inspect the content of the LFBs.
You can get all the data you want' from LFB. Also vulnerable in TSX, SGX



RIDL impl



Performance Counter

Correlated with my work

Microcode Prof



Intro: Special Register Buffer Data Sampling
• Enable attacker-controlled code executing on one CPU core to leak 

sensitive data from victim software executing on a different core.

staging buffer

 Intel Performance Counters(CHA)

~L2~L1

Intel Manual

RDRAND

CPUID+Offcore 
Mem Req

SGX have the malicious Side channel

 staging buffer
using TAA



SGX

CPUID+Offcore 
Mem Req

TAA

CPUID+Offcore Mem Req

有TAA需要把data 用clflush map 出来
和spectre V4 相比不能abort online get data，得结束。



2 stage of CrossTalk



 Staging buffer analysis



Experiment

• If SMT is available to the attacker,the leaking primitive (here, 
CPUID) can instead be run in a tight loop on a sibling thread, 
and the code marked “flush some cache lines” is no longer 
required





Experiment



Result: get the data.



Great Idea
• 牵一发而动全身 - watch on CHA and On-core interconnect and 

apply the side channel of CHA PCU and CPUID to identify the 
multicore transmission. Not easy to fix.

• Add ASLR in Land Filled Buffer? (mere clear doesn't work)
• user-disable-able PCU entries
• Disable all core allocation Virtualize CPUid for example

• Only work on Intel, not known in Arm and AMD.
• Not well documented PCU
• No RDRAND that depend on on-core interconnect
• Universally used Infinity Fabric high Latency but hard to get the 

needed data.
• Only work on M mode not S/U mode.
• TSX Asynchronous Abort is not good enough


